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Despite their stunning reputation and wealth, the original board struggled, like any startup, to launch. Stiller
was uncommonly nervous the day he stood before the University Health Network UNH board of directors in
and explained why they should sell 5. Paraphrasing the year-old speech from memory, he says: Before buying
the UHN land, the group suggested the hospital network partner with MaRS on the build instead of selling the
property. Finally, UHN was convinced. It was a tall order. But that money was committed to building MaRS
itself, not for securing the land. Some board members feared they were in imminent danger of losing the
property. Having exhausted their fundraising options, and with time running out, Evans called a Saturday
meeting. The only stipulation was the cash source was to remain anonymous. By , they were fully leased and
needed more space. The organization entered a year lease with California-based developer Alexandria Real
Estate, known for building life-science centres across the U. But when the financial crisis hit the U.
Alexandria was grappling with the real estate crisis in the States, and so they stopped Phase 2 construction just
over a year in. They took over the Investment Accelerator Fund IAF , an Ontario government seed funding
program, and set their sights on attracting big corporations to take up space in the centre. But outwardly,
MaRS was an inactive construction site of which the public was growing increasingly skeptical. Meanwhile,
the building was still two-thirds empty. The percentage of federal government spending on research relative to
GDP began steadily declining in , dropping from the standard two per cent that year to 1. Venture capital
funding in Canada saw two consecutive years of record lows in and The following year, the government
drastically reduced its commitment to fundamental and basic research through the National Research Council
NRC , shifting resources instead to innovation and commercialization. At the same time, businesses also
reined in research and development spending. It begs the question, says Tetro: Had MaRS materialized like
Evans dreamt it would, the civic return would be enormous: Canadians would have more precise and effective
healthcare and high-growth companies to boost GDP. While more companies are forming and integrating
research, innovators have the new challenge of getting their products regulated and sold in Canada. The
company has built a suite of robotic tools and high-power optics to navigate the brain and remove tumors with
precision. It grew from six to employees in its four years inside MaRS. Alberta made changes about a year ago
to the government departments in charge of health innovation marketing, shifting responsibility from Alberta
Health to Economic Development and Trade. In , Ontario created a Chief Health Innovation Strategist
position, occupied by William Charnetski, tasked with bringing health and medical technologies to the
provincial and global markets. For its part, MaRS launched an initiative aimed at helping expedite the path
from research to market for health tech innovators. The program, called EXCITE, takes in startups with viable
health technologies and guides them through the system, coordinating with regulators and potential buyers
along the way. So far, just three companies have successfully completed the program since its launch in
Venture capital spending on Canadian companies has been trending upward since about Among the most
significant changes, though, is the value policy-makers in Canada now place on tech and innovation generally.
Across the street from MaRS, on the north side of the same intersection, a new incubator is in the works. U of
T, having outgrown its space in MaRS, is building its own facility in two phases, roughly the same size as its
neighbouring incubator. The university will occupy one-quarter of the structure, the Vector Institute in another
quarter and the remaining space will host startups, with priority going to those in the AI sector. When the
second phase is built many years from now, it will focus on regenerative medicine and biosciences.
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A text by Avicenna , founder of Avicennian logic The works of Al-Kindi , Al-Farabi , Avicenna , Al-Ghazali ,
Averroes and other Muslim logicians were based on Aristotelian logic and were important in communicating
the ideas of the ancient world to the medieval West. A universal term e. He further claimed that induction
itself is founded on a process of analogy. His model of analogical reasoning was based on that of juridical
arguments. An important work in this tradition was the Logica Ingredientibus of Peter Abelard â€” His direct
influence was small, [73] but his influence through pupils such as John of Salisbury was great, and his method
of applying rigorous logical analysis to theology shaped the way that theological criticism developed in the
period that followed. Supposition theory deals with the way that predicates e. Can a term supposit for a
non-existing individual? Some medievalists have argued that this idea is a precursor of modern first-order
logic. The theory of consequences. A consequence is a hypothetical, conditional proposition: Similar accounts
are given by Jean Buridan and Albert of Saxony. Between and , there were eight editions, and the book had
considerable influence after that. The account of propositions that Locke gives in the Essay is essentially that
of the Port-Royal: So that proposition consists in the putting together or separating these signs, according as
the things which they stand for agree or disagree. Another influential work was the Novum Organum by
Francis Bacon , published in The title translates as "new instrument". In this work, Bacon rejects the
syllogistic method of Aristotle in favor of an alternative procedure "which by slow and faithful toil gathers
information from things and brings it into understanding". For example, in finding the cause of a phenomenal
nature such as heat, 3 lists should be constructed: Then, the form nature or cause of heat may be defined as
that which is common to every situation of the presence list, and which is lacking from every situation of the
absence list, and which varies by degree in every situation of the variability list. Hegel indicated the
importance of logic to his philosophical system when he condensed his extensive Science of Logic into a
shorter work published in as the first volume of his Encyclopaedia of the Philosophical Sciences. The
"Shorter" or "Encyclopaedia" Logic, as it is often known, lays out a series of transitions which leads from the
most empty and abstract of categoriesâ€”Hegel begins with "Pure Being" and "Pure Nothing"â€”to the "
Absolute , the category which contains and resolves all the categories which preceded it. Rather than deriving
conclusions about concepts through valid inference from premises, Hegel seeks to show that thinking about
one concept compels thinking about another concept one cannot, he argues, possess the concept of "Quality"
without the concept of "Quantity" ; this compulsion is, supposedly, not a matter of individual psychology,
because it arises almost organically from the content of the concepts themselves. His purpose is to show the
rational structure of the "Absolute"â€”indeed of rationality itself. The method by which thought is driven from
one concept to its contrary, and then to further concepts, is known as the Hegelian dialectic. The economic,
political, and philosophical studies of Karl Marx , and in the various schools of Marxism. Logic and
psychology[ edit ] Between the work of Mill and Frege stretched half a century during which logic was widely
treated as a descriptive science, an empirical study of the structure of reasoning, and thus essentially as a
branch of psychology. Theodor Lipps described logic as "a specific discipline of psychology". It was also
subjected to an extended and destructive critique by Edmund Husserl in the first volume of his Logical
Investigations , an assault which has been described as "overwhelming". Such criticisms did not immediately
extirpate what is called " psychologism ". The development of the modern "symbolic" or "mathematical" logic
during this period is the most significant in the year history of logic, and is arguably one of the most important
and remarkable events in human intellectual history. Many logicians were impressed by the "success" of
mathematics, in that there had been no prolonged dispute about any truly mathematical result. Peirce
contrasted this with the disputation and uncertainty surrounding traditional logic, and especially reasoning in
metaphysics. He argued that a truly "exact" logic would depend upon mathematical, i. Modern logic is also
"constructive" rather than "abstractive"; i. It is entirely symbolic, meaning that even the logical constants
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which the medieval logicians called " syncategoremata " and the categoric terms are expressed in symbols.
Modern logic[ edit ] The development of modern logic falls into roughly five periods: In this period, there
were more practitioners, and a greater continuity of development.
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One of the more famous comes from the Oxford philosopher A. Another telling comment comes from the
Harvard philosopher W. He wrote a spectrum of books for a graduated public, layman to specialist. As Russell
tells us, Three passions, simple but overwhelmingly strong, have governed my life: These passions, like great
winds, have blown me hither and thither, in a wayward course, over a great ocean of anguish, reaching to the
very verge of despair. I have sought love, first, because it brings ecstasy â€” ecstasy so great that I would often
have sacrificed all the rest of life for a few hours of this joy. I have sought it, next, because it relieves
loneliness â€” that terrible loneliness in which one shivering consciousness looks over the rim of the world
into the cold unfathomable lifeless abyss. I have sought it finally, because in the union of love I have seen, in a
mystic miniature, the prefiguring vision of the heaven that saints and poets have imagined. This is what I
sought, and though it might seem too good for human life, this is what â€” at last â€” I have found. With equal
passion I have sought knowledge. I have wished to understand the hearts of men. I have wished to know why
the stars shine. And I have tried to apprehend the Pythagorean power by which number holds sway above the
flux. A little of this, but not much, I have achieved. Love and knowledge, so far as they were possible, led
upward toward the heavens. But always pity brought me back to earth. Echoes of cries of pain reverberate in
my heart. Children in famine, victims tortured by oppressors, helpless old people a hated burden to their sons,
and the whole world of loneliness, poverty, and pain make a mockery of what human life should be. I long to
alleviate this evil, but I cannot, and I too suffer. This has been my life. I have found it worth living, and would
gladly live it again if the chance were offered me. In addition to his ground-breaking intellectual work in logic
and analytic philosophy, he involved himself for much of his life in politics. As early as he spoke out
frequently in favour of internationalism and in he ran unsuccessfully for Parliament. Although he stood as an
independent, he endorsed the full Liberal platform. He also advocated extending the franchise to women,
provided that such a radical political change would be introduced only through constitutionally recognized
means Wood , Three years later he published his Anti-Suffragist Anxieties With the outbreak of World War
I, Russell became involved in anti-war activities and in he was fined pounds for authoring an anti-war
pamphlet. Because of his conviction, he was dismissed from his post at Trinity College, Cambridge Hardy
Two years later, he was convicted a second time, this time for suggesting that American troops might be used
to intimidate strikers in Britain Clark , â€” The result was five months in Brixton Prison as prisoner No. In and
Russell ran twice more for Parliament, again unsuccessfully, and together with his second wife, Dora, he
founded an experimental school that they operated during the late s and early s Russell and Park The
appointment was revoked following a series of protests and a judicial decision which found him morally unfit
to teach at the College Dewey and Kallen , Irvine , Weidlich A year later, together with Albert Einstein, he
released the Russell-Einstein Manifesto calling for the curtailment of nuclear weapons. In he became a prime
organizer of the first Pugwash Conference, which brought together a large number of scientists concerned
about the nuclear issue. He became the founding president of the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament in and
Honorary President of the Committee of in In , Russell was once again imprisoned, this time for a week in
connection with anti-nuclear protests. Beginning in , he began work on a variety of additional issues, including
lobbying on behalf of political prisoners under the auspices of the Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation. Upon
being awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature in , Russell used his acceptance speech to emphasize themes
relating to his social activism. Over the years, Russell has served as the subject of numerous creative works,
including T. An Epic Search for Truth The Spirit of Solitude and Bertrand Russell: For a detailed
bibliography of the secondary literature surrounding Russell up to the close of the twentieth century, see
Andrew Irvine, Bertrand Russell: For a list of new and forthcoming books relating to Russell, see the
Forthcoming Books page at the Bertrand Russell Archives. Russell discovered the paradox that bears his name
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in , while working on his Principles of Mathematics The paradox arises in connection with the set of all sets
that are not members of themselves. Such a set, if it exists, will be a member of itself if and only if it is not a
member of itself. In his draft of the Principles of Mathematics, Russell summarizes the problem as follows:
The axiom that all referents with respect to a given relation form a class seems, however, to require some
limitation, and that for the following reason. We saw that some predicates can be predicated of themselves.
Consider now those â€¦ of which this is not the case. For this predicate will either be predicable or not
predicable of itself. If it is predicable of itself, it is one of those referents by relation to which it was defined,
and therefore, in virtue of their definition, it is not predicable of itself. Conversely, if it is not predicable of
itself, then again it is one of the said referents, of all of which by hypothesis it is predicable, and therefore
again it is predicable of itself. This is a contradiction. Both versions of the theory came under attack: For
some, it was important that any proposed solution be comprehensive enough to resolve all known paradoxes at
once. For others, it was important that any proposed solution not disallow those parts of classical mathematics
that remained consistent, even though they appeared to violate the vicious circle principle. For discussion of
related paradoxes, see Chapter 2 of the Introduction to Whitehead and Russell , as well as the entry on
paradoxes and contemporary logic in this encyclopedia. Russell himself had recognized several of these same
concerns as early as , noting that it was unlikely that any single solution would resolve all of the known
paradoxes. Even so, critics claimed that the axiom was simply too ad hoc to be justified philosophically. For
additional discussion see Linsky , Linsky and Wahl The first was that all mathematical truths can be
translated into logical truths or, in other words, that the vocabulary of mathematics constitutes a proper subset
of the vocabulary of logic. The second was that all mathematical proofs can be recast as logical proofs or, in
other words, that the theorems of mathematics constitute a proper subset of the theorems of logic. Thus the
number 1 is to be identified with the class of all unit classes, the number 2 with the class of all two-membered
classes, and so on. In Principia Mathematica, Whitehead and Russell were able to provide many detailed
derivations of major theorems in set theory, finite and transfinite arithmetic, and elementary measure theory.
They were also able to develop a sophisticated theory of logical relations and a unique method of founding the
real numbers. Even so, the issue of whether set theory itself can be said to have been successfully reduced to
logic remained controversial. A fourth volume on geometry was planned but never completed. As one of the
founders of analytic philosophy, Russell made significant contributions to a wide variety of areas, including
metaphysics , epistemology, ethics and political theory. His advances in logic and metaphysics also had
significant influence on Rudolf Carnap and the Vienna Circle. Famously, he vacillated on whether negative
facts are also required. The reason Russell believes many ordinarily accepted statements are open to doubt is
that they appear to refer to entities that may be known only through inference. Motivating this question was
the traditional problem of the external world. If our knowledge of the external world comes through inferences
to the best explanation, and if such inferences are always fallible, what guarantee do we have that our beliefs
are reliable? Together these atoms and their properties form the atomic facts which, in turn, combine to form
logically complex objects. What we normally take to be inferred entities for example, enduring physical
objects are then understood as logical constructions formed from the immediately given entities of sensation,
viz. For example, on this view, an ordinary physical object that normally might be thought to be known only
through inference may be defined instead as a certain series of appearances, connected with each other by
continuity and by certain causal laws. To say that a certain aspect is an aspect of a certain thing will merely
mean that it is one of those which, taken serially, are the thing. There are things that we know without asking
the opinion of men of science. If you are too hot or too cold, you can be perfectly aware of this fact without
asking the physicist what heat and cold consist of. Similarly, numbers may be reduced to collections of
classes; points and instants may be reduced to ordered classes of volumes and events; and classes themselves
may be reduced to propositional functions. Anything that resists construction in this sense may be said to be
an ontological atom. Such objects are atomic, both in the sense that they fail to be composed of individual,
substantial parts, and in the sense that they exist independently of one another. Their corresponding
propositions are also atomic, both in the sense that they contain no other propositions as parts, and in the sense
that the members of any pair of true atomic propositions will be logically independent of one another. Russell
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believes that formal logic, if carefully developed, will mirror precisely, not only the various relations between
all such propositions, but their various internal structures as well. It is in this context that Russell also
introduces his famous distinction between two kinds of knowledge of truths: To be justified, every indirect
knowledge claim must be capable of being derived from more fundamental, direct or intuitive knowledge
claims. The kinds of truths that are capable of being known directly include both truths about immediate facts
of sensation and truths of logic. Eventually, Russell supplemented this distinction between direct and indirect
knowledge of truths with his equally famous distinction between knowledge by acquaintance and knowledge
by description. Later, he clarifies this point by adding that acquaintance involves, not knowledge of truths, but
knowledge of things a, Thus, while intuitive knowledge and derivative knowledge both involve knowledge of
propositions or truths , knowledge by acquaintance and knowledge by description both involve knowledge of
things or objects. This distinction is slightly complicated by the fact that, even though knowledge by
description is in part based upon knowledge of truths, it is still knowledge of things, and not of truths. I am
grateful to Russell Wahl for reminding me of this point. Since it is things with which we have direct
acquaintance that are the least questionable members of our ontology, it is these objects upon which Russell
ultimately bases his epistemology. As Russell puts it, even in logic and mathematics We tend to believe the
premises because we can see that their consequences are true, instead of believing the consequences because
we know the premises to be true. But the inferring of premises from consequences is the essence of induction;
thus the method in investigating the principles of mathematics is really an inductive method, and is
substantially the same as the method of discovering general laws in any other science. In fact, Russell often
claims that he has more confidence in his methodology than in any particular philosophical conclusion. This is
so, even though Russell tells us that his one, true revolution in philosophy came as a result of his break from
idealism. Russell saw that the idealist doctrine of internal relations led to a series of contradictions regarding
asymmetrical and other relations necessary for mathematics.
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Joe Albano adds some warmth and crunch to the proceedings in this enlightening tutorial. Of course, some
kinds of distortionâ€”like digital clippingâ€”are best avoided, at least in day-to-day mixing and processing,
but the various forms of analog distortion are regularly applied to signals to add warmth and presence. For
many years, if you wanted to juice up your tracks with these lovely analog distortions, you had to turn to the
real dealâ€”hardwareâ€”and this is still done regularly. Even clean DI direct-input recorded guitar signals are
often re-ampedâ€”sent back out into the studio and run through a real amp. Distortion simulations are now
widely accepted, and turned to, for adding that edge we all seem to love so much. Logic Pro X offers an
all-you-can-eat buffet of distortion plug-ins! Thrash it up with the Bitcrusher! Of course, you can lower the Bit
Resolution, from bit all the way down to the bone-crunching harshness of 1-bit not for the faint of heart! And
there are several ways to generate digital clipping, which can add some real edge to signals, if used
judiciously. But most of us, when we think distortion, are thinking of analog distortionâ€”that classic sound of
tubes and transistors clipping, running the gamut from warmth to grind to crunch to buzz to chainsaw. And
here Logic has a whole host of options. The appetizers The most basic are the Distortion and Overdrive
plug-ins. Both simulate the sound of transistor distortion, like you get with many classic effect pedals. The
Distortion plug-in is modeled on the clipping characteristics of a bipolar transistorâ€”one of the mainstays of
the traditional fuzz box. Get fuzzy with the Distortion plug-in. Overdrive is laid out identically, but simulates
the sound of a field-effect transistor FET. The Overdrive plug-in simulates a field-effect transistor. The quality
is closer to the sound of overdriven tubes, but it has its own characteristic quality, which can add some edge to
not only guitars and basses, but other instruments as well, in subtle amounts. Clip Distortion is a more
elaborate plug-in, with a series of user-adjustable filters for shaping the sound. The Clip Distortion is a
versatile distortion plug-in. Clip Distortion is actually a cool little plug-in for those who like to
experimentâ€”you can approach the different distortion qualities of various pedals and amps with a little
creative tweaking. The Distortion II plug-in is a specific model of the amplifier circuit in a Leslie speaker
cabinet. The Leslie was is known for its sublime grind, not only on its usual companion, the Hammond B3,
but on other instruments as well. My favorite a new option in Logic X is a simulation of tubes a classic
guitar-amp tube in AB push-pull mode. Replicate the sound of famous guitar amps with the Amp Designer
plug-in. On hand are simulations of classic amps, including Fender, Marshall, Vox, Mesa Boogie, Hiwatt,
Silvertone, and Orange, as well as modern boutique amps like Matchless, and a couple of high-gain models.
When it comes to the controls, amp simulators usually go one of two ways. Bass Amp Designer does the same
for bass as Amp Designer does for guitar. Bass players are not left outâ€¦ Logic includes the Bass Amp
Designer plug-in. The side dishes Pedalboard is a collection of guitar pedalsâ€”not just distortion, but all sorts
of effects, like phasing, flanging, chorus, and others. For distortion, there are a dozen colorful pedals, each
with a distinctive distortion characteristic, and a set of controls with a unique response. Pedalboard - Various
Distortion Pedals in the order pictured above: Once again, the originals modeled are not named, though some
are obviousâ€”Happy Face Fuzz is clearly a take on the Fuzz-Face, of Hendrix fame, for example. Each pedal
has a highly distinctive character, and most have something interesting to say at a range of drive levels from
subtle edge to full chainsaw. Now get out there and start mangling those tracks.
Chapter 5 : "Discovering the Logic of Legal Reasoning" by Vern R. Walker
] DISCOVERING THE LOGIC OF LEGAL REASONING however, is a concerted effort within our profession to articulate
the general logic of our method of reasoning, and to do so in a way that is.
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covering Logic () is an introduction to logic for computer science majors in their freshman year. It targets students who
have had little or no exposure to logic and has.
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